Conflict and Tension-WW1
Spring 1 Home Learning (Part 1)
This work book contains the main topics from Unit 3 – the ending of WWI.
Use the table to workout which tasks you have completed in class and which you need to do. For each lesson read the
appropriate pages from the information booklet and/or information sheets and complete the worksheet.
Make sure you email your work to your class teacher or bring it in with you on your next lesson.
Topic/Lesson
The USA enters the war

Chapter in information
book
Chapter 26

Other resources
Information sheet
Clips

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PTyJTmxkZcQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aMtNrWfiSMY

The German Spring offensive
The Hundred days

Chapter 27

The collapse of Germany
Exam question practice (16 marks)

Chapter 28

Revision unit 3
Revision quiz questions

Powerpoint and tasks
Timeline information
Germany’s surrender ppt information
Planning sheet
Self assessment sheet

worksheet
Quiz questions for unit 3

1. Why did the USA decide to remain neutral at the start of WW1?

2. How did the sinking of RMS Lusitania effect relations between the USA and
Germany?

3. What was the Zimmerman Telegram and how
did it effect relations between the USA and
Germany?

5. How significant was the US contribution to
the Allies during the war?

Why and with what effect
did the USA enter the war
in 1917?

4. How did the collapse of Tsar Nicholas II’s Russia influence the US decision to enter the war?

1. Why did Ludendorff decide to launch an offensive on the Western Front in
Spring 1918?

2. What successes did the offensive have at first?

3. Why did the Spring Offensive fail by July 1918?

5. When and why did Germany’s allies
(Austria-Hungary, Turkey, Bulgaria)
surrender?

What was the German
Spring Offensive and why
did it fail?

4. How did the Allies respond to the Spring Offensive in August 1918?

1. Failure of the German U-boat campaign?

2. Impact of the British blockade?

3. Contribution of the USA?
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4. Failure of the Spring Offensive?

8. Impact of Bolshevik Revolution and Kiel
Mutiny?

How and why did
Germany finally
collapse in 1918?
7. Defeat of Germany’s Allies?

6. Role of Foch?

5. Role of Tanks?

